A framework for model analysis across multiple experiment regimes: Investigating effects of zinc on Xylella fastidiosa as a case study.
Mathematical models are ubiquitous in analyzing dynamical biological systems. However, it might not be possible to explicitly account for the various sources of uncertainties in the model and the data if there is limited experimental data and information about the biological processes. The presence of uncertainty introduces problems with identifiability of the parameters of the model and determining appropriate regions to explore with respect to sensitivity and estimates of parameter values. Since the model analysis is likely dependent on the numerical estimates of the parameters, parameter identifiability should be addressed beforehand to capture biologically relevant parameter space. Here, we propose a framework which uses data from different experiment regimes to identify a region in the parameter space over which subsequent mathematical analysis can be conducted. Along with building confidence in the parameter estimates, it provides us with variations in the parameters due to changes in the experimental conditions. To determine significance of these variations, we conduct global sensitivity analysis, allowing us to make testable hypothesis for effects of changes in the experimental conditions on the biological system. As a case study, we develop a model for growth dynamics and biofilm formation of a bacterial plant pathogen, and use our framework to identify possible effects of zinc on the bacterial populations in different metabolic states. The framework reveals underlying issues with parameter identifiability and identifies a suitable region in the parameter space, sensitivity analysis over which informs us about the parameters that might be affected by addition of zinc. Moreover, these parameters prove to be identifiable in this region.